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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The mission covered by this report took place in the Nanga-Eboko SubDivision, Upper Sanaga Division, Central Province from 15 to 17 July 2004. It
followed complaints of various fraudulent logging activities in state forests in
the Sub-Division. The mission comprised members of the Central Control Unit
(CCU), the Independent Observer (Global Witness) and the Head of the
Division’s Forest Section. The mission’s objective was to verify allegations
that the Société Générale de Travaux Forestiers (SOTRAF) had, allegedly, and
under
cover
of
Timber
Recovery
Authorisation
No.
0023
MINEF/SG/DF/SDAFF/SAG of 29 March 2004 allocated to OMGBA Gabriel
et Compagnie (ETOGC), undertaken fraudulent logging of timber in the
Mimbang area.
Before leaving for the field, the members of the mission held a work session
with the Head of the Forest Section of the Divisional Delegation of the
Environment and Forests of Upper Sanaga (DDEF-HS).
On 15 July, the mission toured the site where SOTRAF had been working since
March 2004. During the mission’s visit, no work was being undertaken on the
site as the machines were awaiting repair. Observations in the field and the
discussions the mission had with the managers of SOTRAF and OMGBA
Gabriel et Compagnie (ETOGC) revealed that:
o SOTRAF is using the TRA granted to OMGBA Gabriel et Compagnie;
o Before receiving notification as stipulated in the TRA, SOTRAF had
already started to fell trees in areas adjacent to the trees covered by this
authorisation;
Claiming to work within the TRA, SOTRAF has felled trees in the area
adjacent to the TRA area.
Following the investigations undertaken by the mission, the CCU established
an Official Statement of Offence (OSO) against OMGBA Gabriel et
Compagnie for the felling of new trees and for commencing logging activities
without awaiting notification from the Provincial Delegation of the
Environment and Forests of the Central Province (PDEF-CE). The OSO
established by the CCU raises two problems, one in relation to responsibility
for the actions observed, and the other concerning determination of the second
offence mentioned.
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On the basis of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:

o The summoning and charging the responsible of OMGBA Gabriel et
Compagnie for sub-contracting work without prior permission of the
forest authorities and commencing evacuation work before notification
from the PDEF-EC;
o The summoning and charging of the responsible of SOTRAF for
unauthorised logging of 63m3 of wood in a state forest;
o That the areas of wood to be removed through Timber Recovery
Authorisations be described as precisely as possible by, for example,
using the GPS coordinates.
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2. RESOURCES USED
-

1 Toyota Hilux
1 Garmin GPS
1 digital camera
1 Sony laptop
1: 200,000 map of the Nanga-Eboko region

3. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION
The mission comprised Ms Danièlle Essono and Mr Marcel Mamene of the
CCU, Mr. Reiner Tegtmeyer of the Independent Observer team, Mr. Maria
Philippe, Head of the Forest Section in the Divisional Delegation of the
Environment and Forests of Upper Sanaga, and the plaintiff.

4. CONSTRAINTS
No obstacles were encountered in undertaking this mission.

5. MISSION’S FINDINGS
5.1 Case summary

On 18 September 2003, the director of a local non-governmental organisation
(NGO) based in Nanga-Eboko wrote to the Minister for the Environment and
Forests denouncing the illegal logging activities taking place in the forests of
the Upper Sanaga Division (see Appendix 1).
This report presents verification of the allegations of fraudulent use of Timber
Recovery Authorisation (TRA) No. 00233 MINEF/SG/DF/SDAFF/SAG of 29
March 2004 to fell trees in the Mimbang area.
Issued to OMGBA Gabriel et Compagnie (ETOGC), this authorisation relates
to the removal of 842,780m3 of timber (of various species) in the Mimbang
area. The start of evacuation work is subject to notification from the PDEF and
the felling of new trees is prohibited (see Appendix 2). It is SOTCAF that is
using this TRA in practice, and failing to respect its terms. To this end, the
CCU established an OSO noting the above.
5.1 Observations of the Independent Observer

During the mission’s visit on July 5, 2004, it was observed that SOTRAF had
already started hauling and processing operations for the timber covered by the
TRA, as shown in the photographs below (Photos 1 and 2). However, it was
only on 21 July that the provincial forest department notified ETOGC of its
approval to start evacuating the timber in question, under Ref. No.
888/NDT/MINEF/DPCE/SPF/ BEIF.
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Mr Stanislas Mikap Augustine has declared to the mission that he has been
employed by SOTRAF as Site Manager since June 2004. Notices posted for the
attention of workers (see Photos 3, 4) indicate that the SOTRAF site has been
up and running since at least February 2004.
Photo 1: Timber hauling equipment

Photo 2: Sawn timber

Photos 3, 4: SOTRAF notices in the TRA area of activity

Whilst touring the TRA area of activity, the mission discovered 10 log ponds
containing numerous cut trunks of different species (see Photo 5). Among
these, the mission found 26 trunks from recently felled trees, with the majority
in 2 yards:
species Bosé Dibétou Iroko Lotofa Movingui Osambili Sapelli Tali Total
logs

2

1

12

1

3

1

1

5

26

4

Photo 5: Log pond with old logs and those from recently cut trees

5.2 Analysis of the Independent Observer

The Timber Recovery Authorisation granted to OMGBA Gabriel et Compagnie
raises problems regarding the location of the 842,780m3 of wood it refers to, as
well as the use to be made of it.
Concerning the location of the wood, the TRA merely gives it as being at
Mimbang, without any other indication, thereby opening the path to various
different uses of the same access right in the same area, each time evacuating
the same volume of wood.
The use made of the TRA and the problems this gave rise to caused the CCU to
establish an OSO against OMGBA Gabriel et Compagnie for felling of new
trees, and for commencing operations without awaiting notification from the
PDEF.
The Independent Observer does not fully agree with the terms of these charges.
Instead of “commencing logging activity without notification…”, the statement
of offence should have stated “commencement of evacuation activities…”, an
offence attributable to OMGBA Gabriel et Compagnie, with the complicity of
SOTRAF. Constituting a violation of the implementing regulations governing
the forestry law, this unlawful act is liable to the administrative sanctions
stipulated in articles 65 of this law and 130 to 133 of the decree on the
application of forest regulations, stipulating the suspension or withdrawal of
the TRA or, where appropriate, of the offender’s accreditation.
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Secondly, the felling of new trees does not necessarily relate to the TRA and is
the sole responsibility of SOTRAF. This company thus committed the offence
of unauthorised felling of trees in a state forest, as stipulated and sanctioned by
article 156 of the Law of 20 January 1994. Criminal sanctions, namely a fine of
between 200,000 and 1,000,000 FCFA and/or imprisonment of between one
and six months (law dated 20 January 1994, article 156), do not exclude
requiring the offender to pay compensation for damages and interest to the
state.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The investigations undertaken during this mission reveal, on the one hand, that
insufficient accuracy in describing the location of the timber covered by the
TRA encouraged fraud and, on the other, that by violating the terms of the
TRA, SOTRAF has committed several offences of which one, namely the
commencement of evacuation work before the required notification, is also
attributable to OMGBA Gabriel et Compagnie.
On the basis of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:

o The summoning and charging the responsible of OMGBA Gabriel et
Compagnie for sub-contracting work without prior permission of the
forest authorities and commencing evacuation work before notification
from the PDEF-EC;
o The summoning and charging of the responsible of SOTRAF for
unauthorised logging of 63m3 of wood in a state forest;
o That the areas of wood to be removed through Timber Recovery
Authorisations be described as precisely as possible by, for example,
using the GPS coordinates.
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